Modelling ultrafine particle growth in a flow tube reactor
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Abstract. Flow tube reactors are often used to study aerosol kinetics. The goal of this study is to investigate how to best represent complex growth kinetics of ultrafine particles within a flow tube reactor when the chemical processes causing particle growth are unknown. In a typical flow tube experiment, one measures the inlet and outlet particle size distributions to give a time-averaged measure of growth, which may be difficult to interpret if the growth kinetics change as particles transit through the flow tube. In this work, we simulate particle growth for secondary organic aerosol (SOA) formation that incorporates both surface- and volume-limited chemical processes to illustrate how complex growth kinetics inside a flow tube can arise. We then develop and assess a method to account for complex growth kinetics when the chemical processes driving the kinetics are not known. Diameter growth of particles is represented by a growth factor (GF), defined as the fraction of products from oxidation of the volatile organic compound (VOC) precursors that grow particles during a specific time period. Defined in this way, GF is the sum of all non-volatile products that condensation-ally grow particles plus a portion of semi-volatile molecules that react on or in the particle to give non-volatile products that remain in the particle over the investigated time frame. With respect to flow tube measurements, GF is independent of wall loss and condensation sink, which influence particle growth kinetics and can vary from experiment to experiment. GF is shown to change as a function of time within the flow tube and is sensitive to factors that affect growth such as gas-phase mixing ratios of the precursors and the presence of aerosol liquid water (ALW) on the surface or in the volume of the particle. A method to calculate GF from the outlet-minus-inlet particle diameter change in a flow tube experiment is presented and shown to accurately match GFs from simulations of SOA formation.

1 Introduction

Atmospheric aerosols have significant effects on human health and the environment, from the direct inhalation of air into our lungs to the changing composition of the atmosphere (Najjar, 2011; Thompson, 2018). Particulate matter in the atmosphere has been a focus of attention since the London Smog incident and similar events of the mid-twentieth century (Bell et al., 2004). Both anthropogenic and biogenic emissions are major sources of new particle formation, whether it be through primary particle emissions or secondary formation (Després et al., 2012; Lehtipalo et al., 2018). Clusters of ambient molecules, such as ammonia, sulfuric acid, and organics with low volatility, are often sources for new particles in the 1 to 2 nm size range that are capable of spontaneously growing to larger sizes (Shrivastava et al., 2017). Once particles grow to the size range of 50–100 nm, they can act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), which are capable of affecting radiative forcing on the Earth (Johnson et al., 2018; Riipinen et al., 2011). Due to the many growth and removal processes involved in atmospheric particle growth, the likelihood of a nucleated particle reaching the CCN-active range can vary greatly. Simulations of these processes may contain large uncertainties with respect to secondary organic aerosol (SOA) formed from biogenic emissions and the varying properties of organic aerosols in general (Pierce and Adams, 2007). In the work presented here, we explore fundamental aspects of using a flow tube to characterize particle growth by SOA formation in a size range relevant to CCN activity.

SOA formation occurs when a volatile organic compound (VOC) is oxidized in the gas phase. There is usually a wide range of oxidation products from a given VOC precursor, and these products can be classified by their volatility, a measure of the product molecule’s ability to partition be-
between the gas and particle phases or condense from the gas phase to particle phase (Bianchi et al., 2019). Low-volatility and extremely low-volatility organic compounds (LVOCs and ELVOCs) are able to condensationally grow particles, with LVOCs being limited by the Kelvin effect in small particles (<20 nm). Semi-volatile organic compounds (SVOCs) are products with somewhat higher volatility, allowing them to partition between the gas and particle phases. Oxidized volatile organic compounds (OVOCs) are products too volatile to partition to the particles, though they remain available to participate in subsequent gas-phase reactions. SVOCs and possibly OVOCs may significantly contribute to particle growth if they undergo multiphase reactions on the particle surface or within the particle volume to produce non-volatile products that remain on or in the particle (Fuzzi et al., 2006; Gkatzelis et al., 2018).

SOA produced by the oxidation of biogenic VOCs significantly contributes to fine particulate matter in the atmosphere (Jimenez et al., 2009). The molecular composition of biogenic SOA encompasses several hundreds to thousands of potential products that can be formed through various pathways, making its inclusion in atmospheric models complex (Hallquist et al., 2009). Molecular analysis of biogenic SOA has shown evidence of particle-phase chemistry through detection of oligomers formed by accretion reactions, which may enhance the uptake of organic matter into a particle over what would be present from partitioning alone (Barsanti and Pankow, 2006; Tolocka et al., 2004a). The reactivity of VOC oxidation products can vary significantly owing largely to the presence of multiple functional groups (Jia and Xu, 2020; Zhou et al., 2018). For the oxidation of monoterpenes specifically, highly reactive hydroperoxide functionalities have been found on up to 50% of product molecules (Docherty et al., 2005; Mertes et al., 2012), which are thought to be formed by an autooxidation mechanism (Bianchi et al., 2019; Crounse et al., 2013). Environmental factors such as relative humidity and temperature affect oxidation product formation, especially with respect to product molecule reactivity and volatility, while particle composition and phase state affect the multiphase processes these products may undergo (Zhang et al., 2015). By studying these processes and properties, one is able to more accurately define and understand the life cycle and effects of SOA in climate cycles (Saha and Griesshop, 2016; Shrivas-tava et al., 2017).

The complexity of SOA chemistry as discussed above poses a challenge for studying particle growth with a flow tube reactor. In a flow tube experiment, seed particles and SOA precursors (VOCs and oxidants) are mixed at the entrance of the flow tube, and the particle size distribution of aerosol at the exit is measured (Krasnomowitz et al., 2019; Stangl et al., 2019). This setup is well-suited for measuring particle growth rates since the inlet size distribution, outlet size distribution, and time difference between the two are all well-known. However, a challenge arises since the growth rate changes as a function of time in the reactor. This time-dependent change is driven by two main processes. First, VOCs and oxidants continue to react as aerosol moves through the flow tube, causing the mixing ratios of oxidation products that are able to grow particles to increase with increasing residence time. Fortunately, this effect is readily accounted for if the second-order rate constant for the VOC–oxidant reaction is known (Krasnomowitz et al., 2019). Second, the relative rates of the various chemical processes that grow particles can change with increasing precursor mixing ratio and/or particle size (Apsokardu and Johnston, 2018). Accounting for these changes is much more difficult since reaction pathways, rate constants, and physicochemical properties that affect these processes are not fully understood – and lead to uncertainty in predicting ambient levels of SOA (Zhu and Penner, 2019). Because of the complex time dependence of particle growth in a flow tube as well as the impacts of wall loss and condensation sink, simply reporting the growth rate (diameter increase per unit time) based on inlet–outlet size distributions and flow tube residence time is insufficient for predicting growth in other laboratory experiments. The goal of this study is to provide a framework for interpreting flow tube data that gives predictive capability.

Toward this end, we introduce the term “growth factor” (GF) as a way of expressing how SOA formation causes diameter growth of ultrafine particles. GF is defined as the fraction of VOC oxidation products able to enter the particle phase and stay there over the investigated time frame, causing the particle to grow. Defined in this way, GF represents the net uptake of product molecules from the gas phase to the particle referenced to the number of VOC molecules that were oxidized, and its time dependence accounts for the complexities of particle growth in the flow tube. First, we simulate particle growth using a basic SOA formation model that incorporates both surface- and volume-limited growth pathways. We use these simulations to illustrate complex growth kinetics that arise and how they are represented by the time dependence of GF. The simulation also illustrates differences in growth that would be encountered under typical ambient and flow tube conditions, including the sensitivity of GF to precursor gas-phase mixing ratios and the presence of aerosol liquid water (ALW). Finally, we show how GF can be estimated directly from flow tube data (inlet–outlet size distribution, residence time, initial VOC, and oxidant mixing ratios). For the SOA simulations described above, we compare the estimated GF to the range of GFs actually inside the flow tube. The estimation method is shown to be a robust way of representing complex growth kinetics from a flow tube experiment, without requiring prior knowledge of the specific chemical processes involved in SOA formation.
2 Simulating particle growth by SOA formation

Since we cannot directly measure particle size distributions at various locations inside the flow tube, particle growth must be simulated. The simulation described below contains four key elements: gas-phase kinetics (generation of molecular species capable of growing particles), a range of gas-phase mixing ratios (facilitates comparison of growth kinetics under atmospheric vs. flow tube conditions), aerosol growth kinetics (uptake mechanisms of gas-phase molecules on and/or into the particle), and physicochemical processes and parameters typical of biogenic SOA formation. Gas-phase kinetics in the simulation account for the mixing of the VOC and oxidant at the entrance of the flow tube followed by downstream reaction. In principle, aerosol kinetics can take a variety of forms depending on the specific processes involved (Smith et al., 2002; Tolocka et al., 2004b; Zaveri et al., 2018). With respect to particle growth, uptake of gas-phase molecules on and/or into the particle can be independent of particle diameter, increase with increasing particle diameter, or decrease with increasing particle diameter. Decreasing uptake with increasing particle diameter occurs when uptake is limited by molecular diffusion in the gas phase, which is relevant only to particles much larger than those considered in this study. Uptake that is independent of particle diameter occurs for surface-limited processes, which includes irreversible condensation of low-volatility molecules onto the particle surface and surface reactions that immobilize (on the timescale of the experiment) semi-volatile molecules on the particle surface. Uptake that increases with increasing particle diameter occurs for reactions in the particle phase that immobilize (on the timescale of the experiment) semi-volatile molecules within the particle volume.

In order to make these simulations relevant to experimental investigations (Krasnomowitz et al., 2019; Stangl et al., 2019), we use molecular properties and processes typical of α-pinene SOA formation since this system has been so well-studied over the years (Donahue et al., 2012; Khamaganov and Hites, 2001; Pathak et al., 2007a; Stanier et al., 2007; Trump and Donahue, 2014; Zhang and Zhang, 2005). However, it should be understood that the simulations are not meant to accurately calculate the amount of α-pinene SOA formed. While our simulations include surface- and volume-limited reactions (condensation and oligomerization, respectively) that are fundamental drivers of aerosol kinetics (Smith et al., 2002; Tolocka et al., 2004b), they do not include, for example, reversible dimer formation or the possibility of hindered diffusion within the particle phase – which, depending on conditions chosen, could cause reactions within the particle phase to exhibit either surface- or volume-limited kinetics or to make volume chemical processes limited by molecular diffusion rather than by the intrinsic rate of reaction (Galeazzo et al., 2021; Zaveri et al., 2020). Hindered diffusion is more complicated to incorporate into the simulations, it is highly specific to the SOA system being studied, and while it would modify the specific growth kinetics in the flow tube, it does not add much to the basic insight gained from the surface- and volume-limited processes already included in the simulations.

The simulation approach used in this study is built upon a foundation previously developed and described elsewhere (Apsokardu and Johnston, 2018). Organic and inorganic species within the simulation include an ammonium sulfate seed particle, organic matter of varying volatility, and water. The relative humidity for all simulations is maintained at a constant 60%, which is between the efflorescence (∼35%) and deliquescence (∼82%) relative humidities for ammonium sulfate (Gao et al., 2006). The simulation begins with an initial seed particle size that can be set to any diameter and treated as either an effloresced (solid-phase) or deliquesced (liquid-phase) particle. Organic matter is distributed into six volatility bins, which include one non-volatile organic compound (NVOC), four semi-volatile organic compounds (SVOCs), and one oxidized organic compound (OVOC). Each organic species has the potential to partition and/or condense between the gas and particle phases based on pre-set volatility parameters, as discussed in Sect. 2.1. Several particle-phase reactions (dimer formation) are incorporated into the simulation and will be discussed further in Sect. 2.3. Note that in a real system, e.g., α-pinene SOA formation, a wider range of particle-phase reactions may exist than the set in Sect. 2.3. Water exists as a predetermined number of monolayers which cover the surface of a solid seed particle when applicable. Previous studies have shown the presence of water on effloresced seed particles under conditions of relative humidity approaching the deliquescence relative humidity point, with thickness of 3 to 5 monolayers for 50 nm particles (Hsiao et al., 2016). By incorporating these various conditions, species, and reactions, we gain insight into the complex growth kinetics occurring inside the flow tube.

2.1 Volatility of organic species

Products found in SOA are regularly quantified based on their volatility, which is expressed in terms of saturation concentration ($C^*$; µg m$^{-3}$). A study by Donahue et al. (2012) shows that ambient biogenic emissions contain many species which are highly volatile ($C^* = 10^6$ µg m$^{-3}$). Although these components are too volatile to partition and/or condense onto existing particles, oxidation reactions in the atmosphere can produce lower-volatility products from these reactants (Chen et al., 2011; Xavier et al., 2019). For the ozonolysis of α-pinene reaction specifically, SOA products have been shown to range in volatility ($C^*$) from $<10^{-1}$ to $>10^6$ µg m$^{-3}$ (Donahue et al., 2012). For this simulation, volatility bins are simplified into three classes as follows: NVOCs, which are non-volatile organics having a $C^*$ of $10^{-4}$ µg m$^{-3}$, allowing them to condensationally grow particles; SVOCs, which are semi-volatile organics whose volatilities are $10^0 \leq C^* \leq$
10^3 \mu g m^{-3}; and OVOCs, which are the remaining oxidation products having a C* > 10^3 \mu g m^{-3} and are too volatile to grow in these simulations. The simulations incorporate one type of NVOC and OVOC, plus four SVOC species, each with a specified volatility. These volatilities are listed in Table 1 along with their corresponding "product" yields from the ozonolysis reaction. Molar yields of non-volatile ozonolysis products have been measured between 3.5% and 7% through NO$_3^{-}$-Cl API-TOF gas-phase measurements in a high-volume chamber (Ehn et al., 2014; Sarnela et al., 2018).

The product yield (fraction of VOC precursor molecules that react with ozone to give a product molecule in the indicated volatility bin) for NVOCs (C* < 10^3 \mu g m^{-3}) is set to 5% to be consistent with these findings. Product yields for SVOCs and OVOCs are chosen based on a study by Trump and Donahue (2014), wherein volatility-based yields (10^3 < C* < 10^3 \mu g m^{-3}) were fit to SOA aerosol mass yields utilizing an equilibrium model. Our selection of oxidation products and volatilities in Table 1 allow for a reasonably wide range of volume-limited reaction rates relative to (surface-limited) condensation.

### 2.2 Product mixing ratios

For simulating particle growth under atmospherically relevant conditions, constant values for the product mixing ratios are used as shown in Table 1. These values are consistent with what might be observed in a boreal forest during new particle formation (Vestenius et al., 2014). For simulating growth under typical flow tube conditions, product mixing ratios are time-dependent and calculated according to Eq. (1):

\[
[XVOC]_{g,t+\Delta t} = [XVOC]_{g,t} + k_{II}[VOC]_{g,t}[O_3]_{g,t}\gamma_{XVOC}\Delta t - k_{WL}[XVOC]_{g,t}\Delta t - k_{CS}[XVOC]_{g,t}\Delta t,
\]

where [XVOC]$_{g,t}$, [VOC]$_{g,t}$, and [O$_3$]$_{g,t}$ are the respective mixing ratios at time $t$, $\Delta t$ is the time increment, and $\gamma$ is the molar yield of the respective XVOC ozonolysis product. Here, three processes are represented: the oxidation of VOCs by ozone based on a second-order rate constant ($k_{II}$), the loss of products to the inner walls of the flow tube ($k_{WL}$), and loss of products to the condensation sink ($k_{CS}$). The [XVOC] designation represents each of the six species in Table 1: NVOC, SVOC$_{0-3}$, and OVOC, i.e. a separate equation for each volatility product.

### 2.3 Simulating particle growth

The amount of seed particle growth obtained for a given simulation is evaluated with respect to condensation, partitioning, and reaction of organic species. Partitioning and reaction of SVOCs occur in the portion of the particle considered to be liquid-like. For the purposes of this study, the liquid-like fraction of the particle volume is simply taken as the total amount of organic and aqueous volume in the particle at any time point in the simulation. Calculations are performed recursively, updating gas- and particle-phase concentrations every tenth of a second over the timescale of the simulation. Particle-phase concentrations for each species are calculated according to Eqs. (2–4) at each time point based on the gas-phase product yields discussed previously.

\[
[NVOC]_{p,t+\Delta t} = [NVOC]_{p,t} + \frac{c}{2} \gamma [NVOC]_{g,t} \frac{S_p}{V_p} \Delta t - k_D [NVOC]_{p,t} [SVOC]_{p,t} \Delta t
\]

\[
[SVOC]_{p,t+\Delta t} = [SVOC]_{p,t} + \frac{c}{2} \gamma [SVOC]_{g,t} \frac{S_p}{V_p} \Delta t - k_D [NVOC]_{p,t} [SVOC]_{p,t} \Delta t
\]

\[
[dimer]_{p,t+\Delta t} = [dimer]_{p,t} + k_D [NVOC]_{p,t} [SVOC]_{p,t} \Delta t
\]

Here, [XVOC]$_{p,t}$ and [dimer]$_{p,t}$ are the respective particle-phase concentrations at time $t$, [XVOC]$_{g,t}$ and [dimer]$_{g,t}$ are the respective gas-phase concentrations at time $t$, $c$ is the mean thermal velocity, $\gamma$ is the uptake coefficient (C* dependent), $S_p$ is the surface area of the particle, $V_p$ is the volume of the particle, $\Delta t$ is the time increment, and $k_D$ is the second-order rate constant for dimer formation. Dimerization rate constants have been reported on the order of 10$^{-4}$ to 10$^{-2}$ M$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ for various reactions of hydroperoxides and aldehydes (Ziemann and Atkinson, 2012). Of the many products formed during SOA formation, approximately 50% of the mass formed from $\alpha$-pinene has been reported to have a peroxide functionality ( Docherty et al., 2005). Accordingly, a rate constant of 10$^{-2}$ M$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ is used for all simulations. The saturation ratio ($S_d$) determines how well a gas-phase compound partitions into the particle phase and is defined as the ratio of gas-phase mixing ratio to the saturation mixing ratio. A high ratio ($S_d \gg 1$) is found for species that condensationally grow particles, such as NVOCs. As SVOCs partition between the gas and particle phase, they grow particles at a slower rate due to $S_d \ll 1$. It is important to note that Eq. (3) is written for this situation. However, if and when $S_d \geq 1$ for SVOCs, no additional flow into the particle phase would occur unless the formation of a dimer shifted the equilibrium by depleting the particle-phase concentration. Particle-phase reactions responsible for dimer formation are simplified and represented by the term $k_D [NVOC]_{p,t} [SVOC]_{p,t} \Delta t$ in these equations. In principle, this term represents all possible combinations of NVOC and SVOC$_t$ molecules to form a dimer. However, the simulations shown in this study include just one specific dimer formation reaction -- two SVOC$_0$ molecules reacting with each other. Simulations including the full range of dimer formation reactions have been performed, but they add very little to calculated diameter growth (most of the growth is due to SVOC$_0$ only) or to the time dependence of GF in the flow tube. Therefore, in the interest of simplic-
ity for discussion in this work, only the SVOC$_0$ dimerization simulations are shown. Each organic molecule and/or compound with a low enough volatility to remain in the particle phase is summed at each time point, representing any increase in particle volume ($V_p$) over the previous time point. This is represented by Eq. (5):

$V_{p,t+\Delta t} = V_{p,t} + [\text{NVOC}]_p V_{\text{NVOC}} \Delta t + [\text{SVOC}]_p V_{\text{SVOC}} \Delta t + [\text{dimer}]_p V_{\text{dimer}} \Delta t,$  \hfill (5)

where $V_{\text{NVOC}}$, $V_{\text{SVOC}}$, and $V_{\text{dimer}}$ are the respective molecular volumes contributing to particle growth. Diameter growth of the particle is determined by Eq. (6).

$$d_{t+\Delta t} = 2 \left( \frac{\sqrt[3]{3(V_{p,t+\Delta t})}}{4\pi} \right)$$  \hfill (6)

### 2.4 Growth factor

The growth factor (GF) is defined as the fraction of all oxidation products colliding with the particle surface that are actually taken up into the particle, causing it to grow, as defined by Eq. (7).

$$\text{GF} = \left( \frac{\text{NVOC} + \text{SVOC}_i + \text{OVOC} \text{taken up into the particle}}{\text{NVOC} + \text{SVOC}_i + \text{OVOC} \text{striking the particle surface}} \right).$$  \hfill (7)

GF is calculated for each time increment based on the amount of growth caused by each oxidation product during that increment. In practice, GF includes the full NVOC yield (except for particles $\ll 20$ nm, for which the Kelvin effect causes some NVOC molecules to remain in the gas phase) plus a portion of the SVOC$_i$ yield depending upon how significant partitioning is and how much of the partitioned SVOC$_i$ undergoes reaction in the particle phase to produce a non-volatile dimer. In this study, the OVOC does not contribute to GF since its concentration in the particle phase is too small to efficiently form a dimer.

### 3 Particle growth under atmospherically relevant conditions

The first simulations examine the effects of condensation of NVOCs, partitioning of SVOCs, and dimer formation on particle growth under atmospherically relevant, low-growth ($<1$ nm h$^{-1}$) conditions as a base case for comparison to flow tube simulations. Calculations in this section utilize the product mixing ratios listed in Table 1 and are held constant throughout the growth of the particle. Figure 1a shows a 5 nm diameter dry (no aerosol liquid water, ALW) ammonium sulfate seed particle growing to 100 nm by condensation of NVOCs and partitioning of SVOCs alone. Here, GF remains constant at 5% throughout the simulation as the NVOC condensationally grows the particle. Although the SVOC partitions between the gas and particle phase, the steady-state amount in the particle phase is too low to have a significant contribution to particle growth. Figure 1b shows the same simulation but with the addition of dimer formation. Recall that for the simulations shown, dimer formation is restricted to between two SVOC molecules with a C$^*$ equal to $10^3$ μg m$^{-3}$. Note that GF starts at 5% as in Fig. 1a. Since SVOC partitioning requires an organic phase (no ALW in this simulation), the NVOC must build up on the particle surface in order to provide a medium for SVOC partitioning and subsequent dimer formation. Relative to condensation and partitioning alone in Fig. 1a, dimer formation increases the rate of particle growth in Fig. 1b (note the slightly shorter timescale to reach 100 nm) and results in an increase in GF with increasing particle size.

Also shown in the Fig. 1 plots are shaded regions depicting what a flow tube experiment might look like when a relatively small time slice of the overall growth process is studied, in this case highlighting a time period during which 40 nm diameter particles grow to 45 nm. Particle growth during this time period is associated with a specific GF that changes depending upon whether or not dimer formation occurs. If only condensational growth occurs, i.e. surface-limited kinetics (Fig. 1a), then the aerosol growth kinetics over this time period are straightforward – GF remains constant at 5.0%. If both surface- and volume-limited kinetics occur (Fig. 1b), then the aerosol growth kinetics become more complex since GF increases slightly over the shaded time period. While the change in aerosol growth kinetics is small in Fig. 1b, the next section shows that such changes are greatly amplified under conditions typically used in flow tube experiments.

### 4 Particle growth inside a flow tube reactor

In this and subsequent sections, particle growth is simulated under conditions typically used in our flow tube reactor, whose design and performance are described in detail else-

---

Table 1. Product distribution for VOC ozonolysis used to simulate particle growth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>“X” VOC designation</th>
<th>NVOC</th>
<th>SVOC$_0$</th>
<th>SVOC$_1$</th>
<th>SVOC$_2$</th>
<th>SVOC$_3$</th>
<th>OVOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volatility (C$^*$; μg m$^{-3}$)</td>
<td>$10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$10^0$</td>
<td>$10^1$</td>
<td>$10^2$</td>
<td>$10^3$</td>
<td>$&gt;10^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molecular product yield (%)</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>60.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product mixing ratios (molec. cm$^{-3}$)</td>
<td>$1.0 \times 10^7$</td>
<td>$8.0 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>$1.4 \times 10^7$</td>
<td>$1.8 \times 10^7$</td>
<td>$3.0 \times 10^7$</td>
<td>$1.2 \times 10^8$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Figure 1. Growth factor and diameter vs. time for dry (no ALW) ammonium sulfate seed particles with an initial diameter of 5 nm. (a) Condensation of NVOCs and partitioning of SVOCs only. (b) SVOC₀ dimer formation in addition to condensation and partitioning.

where (Krasnomowitz et al., 2019). In our laboratory experiments, size-selected ammonium sulfate seed particles are introduced into the flow tube along with a gas-phase VOC (α-pinene in our initial experiments), ozone, cyclohexane (hydroxyl radical scavenger), and water vapour (relative humidity control). Particle residence time in the flow tube is approximately 4 min, which is much shorter than the shaded region in Fig. 1. Experimental conditions must be chosen such that particles exiting the flow tube reactor have increased from their initial diameters by about 1 to 8 nm, which is sufficient for high-precision measurement using a scanning mobility particle sizer (TSI, Inc., Shoreview, MN). This range of diameter increase corresponds to a growth rate between about 15 and 120 nm h⁻¹. For comparison, ambient particle growth rates are on the order of 1 to 10 nm h⁻¹ for new particle formation events. To achieve the desired amount of particle growth, we typically perform flow tube experiments with a VOC mixing ratio on the order of 11 ppbv and ozone mixing ratios between 30 and 300 ppbv (Krasnomowitz et al., 2019). Similar parameters have been used by others (Pathak et al., 2007b) to experimentally study SOA formation by α-pinene ozonolysis.

4.1 Particle growth inside a flow tube with and without particle-phase chemistry

The first set of flow tube simulations start with 40 nm diameter dry (no ALW) ammonium sulfate seed particles that are mixed with VOCs (11 ppbv) and ozone (200 ppbv) at the inlet to the flow tube. As aerosol travels through the flow tube (4 min residence time), VOCs and ozone react, causing the seed particles to grow. NVOC and SVOC gas-phase mixing ratios increase with increasing time as calculated by Eq. (1) using the molecular product yields in Table 1. Dimer formation is calculated from all relevant reactant combinations as described in Sect. 2.3. Figure 2 shows the change in particle diameter and GF with time for simulations analogous to those in Fig. 1. Figure 2a simulates growth by condensation of NVOCs and partitioning of SVOCs. Figure 2b simulates growth by condensation, partitioning, and dimer formation.

In Fig. 2a, GF remains constant at 5 % throughout the timescale of the simulation. As for the simulation in Fig. 1a, particle growth in Fig. 2a is driven by condensation of NVOCs. Even though the particle growth rate is different for the two simulations, GF is the same since the molar yield of NVOCs is the same, even though the simulation conditions are quite different. These figures illustrate the relative simplicity of surface-limited growth kinetics in a flow tube. In contrast, the GF plot in Fig. 2b is time-dependent and differs substantially in shape and numerical value from Fig. 1b. GFs for Fig. 2a and b both start at 5 % because only NVOC condensation contributes to growth in the absence of a reactive particle phase. However, once an organic coating forms on top of the particle surface, SVOC₀ partitioning and dimer formation begin to occur within this coating. GF increases above 5 % because some SVOC₀ molecules striking the particle surface react to form a dimer, causing a net flow of SVOC₀ from the gas phase to the particle. Since dimer formation follows volume-limited kinetics, the rate of SVOC₀ uptake increases as the organic volume on the particle increases, and therefore GF increases as well. Eventually, the organic volume becomes large enough that the rate of SVOC₀ uptake reaches a maximum, given by mass flux from the gas phase to the particle surface. At this point, particle growth changes from volume-limited to surface-limited kinetics, and GF becomes approximately independent of time. The magnitude of GF at the end of the simulation is given by the combined molecular product yields of NVOCs and SVOC₀ (5 % + 4 % = 9 %) plus a small amount of growth due to partitioning of other SVOCs, giving a total GF of ~9.1–9.2 %. GF in Fig. 2b rises much faster and to a higher numerical value than Fig. 1b because dimer formation is nonlinear with respect to SVOC₀ gas-phase mixing ratio (Apsokardu and Johnston, 2018). The difference between Figs. 1b and 2b illustrates the complexity of particle growth for starting conditions when volume-limited kinetics apply.
Figure 2. Growth factor and particle diameter vs. time for 40 nm diameter ammonium sulfate seed particles travelling through the flow tube, growing by (a) condensation of NVOCs and partitioning of SVOCs alone, and (b) with SVOC$_0$ dimer formation included.

and how volume-limited reactions can give surface-limited growth kinetics in the high-precursor-mixing-ratio environment of a flow tube.

4.2 Particle growth inside a flow tube as a function of ozone mixing ratio

This subsection explores the high-mixing-ratio environment of a flow tube in more detail. Simulations in this section have an expanded range of ozone mixing ratios between 50 and 300 ppbv, which are typical for our flow tube experiments (Krasnomowitz et al., 2019). Figure 3 shows GF vs. time for six different ozone mixing ratios. (For reference, the 200 ppbv plot in Fig. 2b is replotted in Fig. 3.) The nonlinear dependence of GF on ozone mixing ratio is readily apparent in this plot. For the lowest mixing ratio, GF hardly increases at all as growth is driven mostly by NVOC condensation. As the ozone mixing ratio increases, GF also increases and, as discussed in the previous subsection, eventually reaches the maximum value possible when growth due to dimer formation becomes surface-limited. The higher the ozone mixing ratio, the faster surface-limited kinetics are reached. While the growth kinetics are complex, Fig. 3 illustrates how the mixing ratio dependence can be used to determine whether nonlinear and/or volume-limited processes contribute to the growth kinetics. It also cautions that one should fully consider these types of processes when extrapolating flow tube experiments back to ambient conditions.

4.3 Impact of aerosol liquid water (ALW) on particle growth

This subsection explores how ALW, either on the particle surface or within the particle volume, can enhance growth. In these simulations, the presence of ALW simply increases the volume in which particle-phase chemistry can occur. In other words, SVOC partitioning and dimer formation are assumed to be independent of whether the reactive phase is aqueous, organic, or a combination of the two. Of course, in experimental systems this is probably not the case, but the purpose of these simulations is to explore the effect of total reactive volume, not phase-dependent chemistry. Up to now, all simulations have involved “dry” ammonium sulfate particles, meaning the particles were effloresced without any water molecules on the surface. However, Hsiao et al. (2016) showed that approximately 3 to 5 monolayers of water molecules can exist on the surface of an effloresced ammonium sulfate particle with a relative humidity near but below the deliquescence point. Note that a coverage of 5 monolayers corresponds to an aqueous layer thickness of almost 2 nm based on a density of 1.00 g mL$^{-1}$ and a molecular diameter of 0.385 nm. In principle, surface water could provide sufficient volume at the beginning of a growth experiment for SVOC partitioning and dimer formation to occur. If the rela-
tive humidity is high enough for the particle to deliquesce, then the entire volume would be available for SVOC partitioning and dimer formation, and a large enhancement of SVOC partitioning and dimer formation would be expected. These possibilities are examined in Fig. 4.

The “dry” particle simulation in Fig. 4 is the same as that in Fig. 2b. GF is 5% at the beginning of the simulation and increases with increasing time, slowly at first because NVOC condensation is needed to grow the organic layer where dimer formation can occur. When surface water is available at the outset, a significant volume for dimer formation already exists. Figure 4 shows that even a single monolayer is able to enhance GF, and the enhancement increases as the number of monolayers increases. GF is highest for deliquesced particles with the full particle volume available for partitioning and reaction. The time dependence of GF for particles containing ALW contains a feature not observed in previous simulations. Initially, GF is very high and then drops with increasing time. The initial spike in GF is associated with SVOC uptake into the aqueous volume to establish the partitioning equilibrium. Once equilibrium is established, GF drops but then later starts to increase again as dimer formation becomes significant. GF reaches its maximum value in all simulations, but the time point that the maximum is achieved decreases as the amount of ALW increases. Figure 4 shows that surface water has the capability to dramatically increase particle growth by processes that are volume-limited. It also cautions that contaminants on the particle surface may substantially alter growth kinetics if they are uncontrolled and influence the initial volume available for reaction.

5 Interpreting flow tube measurements

As discussed in Sect. 1, flow tube reactors are well-suited for measuring particle growth rates (and comparing growth under different experimental conditions) since the inlet size distribution, outlet size distribution, and time difference between the two are all determined. However, the simulations in Sect. 4 show that growth kinetics inside the reactor are complex and not easily predicted unless one already understands the growth processes in detail. Given this complexity, how does one extract useful growth information from an experiment when the processes leading to growth are poorly understood? In this section, we discuss a method to use flow tube data to determine GF without knowledge of the growth processes involved. For the simulations in Sect. 4, we compare GFs obtained from this interpretive method to the actual GFs from the simulations.

The interpretive method is based on five measured quantities and one known kinetic parameter: gas-phase VOC mixing ratio at the inlet, gas-phase oxidant mixing ratio at the inlet, particle size at the inlet, particle size at the exit, residence time of the reactor, and the second-order rate constant for reaction of VOCs and oxidants. From these measurables and parameters, GF is calculated for condensed organic vapour (COV), which is defined as the group of oxidation products that grew particles in a given time period. In the context of the simulations in Sect. 4, COV includes all non-volatile products (NVOCs) that irreversibly condense onto the particle plus the portion of semi-volatile products (SVOCs) that partition into the particle phase, react, and stay there on the timescale of the full simulation. In the simulations, SVOC uptake is calculated, and from it, particle growth (change in diameter) and GF are determined. The interpretive method takes the opposite approach. The “measured” change in particle diameter from the inlet to outlet is used to back-calculate what GF had to be in order to produce this change. With the interpretive method, diameter growth of particles between the inlet and outlet is used to back-calculate GFs from the simulations.

The interpretive method is based on five measured quantities and one known kinetic parameter: gas-phase VOC mixing ratio at the inlet, gas-phase oxidant mixing ratio at the inlet, particle size at the inlet, particle size at the exit, residence time of the reactor, and the second-order rate constant for reaction of VOCs and oxidants. From these measurables and parameters, GF is calculated for condensed organic vapour (COV), which is defined as the group of oxidation products that grew particles in a given time period. In the context of the simulations in Sect. 4, COV includes all non-volatile products (NVOCs) that irreversibly condense onto the particle plus the portion of semi-volatile products (SVOCs) that partition into the particle phase, react, and stay there on the timescale of the full simulation. In the simulations, SVOC uptake is calculated, and from it, particle growth (change in diameter) and GF are determined. The interpretive method takes the opposite approach. The “measured” change in particle diameter from the inlet to outlet is used to back-calculate what GF had to be in order to produce this change. With the interpretive method, diameter growth of particles between the inlet and outlet is determined by integrating Eqs. (8) and (9) over the residence time of the reactor:

\[
\frac{d (dp)}{dt} = \frac{c}{2} \gamma [COV] \beta_d V_{COV},
\]

where \( c \) is mean thermal velocity, \( \gamma \) is the uptake coefficient (assumed to be 1 in this work), \([COV]\), is the time-dependent gas-phase COV mixing ratio, \( \beta_d \) is the correction factor for mass flux to a spherical particle with diameter \( d \), and \( V_{COV} \) is the molecular COV volume. When calculating the diameter change, all COV molecules are assumed to have an average molecular weight of 200 g mol\(^{-1}\) and an average density of 1.2 g cm\(^{-3}\), which are typical for biogenic VOC oxidation products. The processes which supply COV to and deplete...
COV from the system are accounted for in a way analogous to Eq. (1).

\[
\frac{d[\text{COV}]_t}{dt} = \left( k_\text{II}[\text{VOC}]_g[\text{O}_3]_g \right) (\text{GF}) - k_\text{WL}[\text{COV}]_t - k_\text{CS}[\text{COV}]_t \quad (9)
\]

In Eqs. (8) and (9), the only unknown parameter is GF, which is adjusted to make the calculated outlet-minus-inlet diameter change match the measured change. Importantly, the interpretive method is based only on experimental observables, and no assumptions are made about the actual growth processes used for simulating SOA formation. An important point to note is that the wall loss and condensation sink terms in Eq. (9) are what make it difficult to simply compare outlet-minus-inlet particle diameter changes from one flow tube experiment to the next, since the magnitudes of these terms affect how much growth is observed, and they are not necessarily constant from experiment to experiment. The growth factor definition overcomes this problem and is specific to the VOC system being studied.

Figure 5 shows how well the COV growth factors determined from the interpretive method (“empirical” GF from Eqs. 8 and 9) match the average of the simulated GFs (“actual”) inside the flow tube from Sect. 4. For comparison, a 1 : 1 line is also shown. Overall, the two sets of GFs deviate only slightly from each other, and the deviation is much less than the uncertainty encountered in our experimental measurements, which is typically on the order of ±10% or less of the reported COV growth factor. Figure 5 gives confidence that the empirical GFs obtained from the interpretive method give a close approximation of the actual GFs inside the flow tube.

It is important to realize that the simulations in Sect. 4 and the COV calculation in Sect. 5 are not simply “reverse” calculations of each other. The simulations in Sect. 4, though simplified relative to detailed SOA formation models for specific VOC precursors, incorporate numerous chemical details including relative yields and volatilities of VOC oxidation products (NVOC, SVOC, OVOC), dimer reaction partners, volatilities of the reaction partners, second-order rate constant for dimer formation, and the portion of the particle volume capable of supporting dimer formation. **None** of these details are included in the COV calculations, which simply determine how many gas-phase molecules (i.e. the fraction of VOC oxidation products) had to go onto or into the particle to cause the outlet-minus-inlet diameter change for each simulation. The GFs obtained from COV calculations accurately represent the actual GFs and as such should allow the prediction of particle growth in new experiments without detailed foreknowledge of growth mechanisms.

### 6 Conclusions

Flow tubes provide an effective way to study particle growth as a function of seed particle size, composition, and phase state, as well as other conditions such as precursor mixing ratios and relative humidity. Although these experiments provide a simple measure of size distribution change over a defined length of time, the growth mechanisms that contribute to particle growth can be complex and vary in terms of oxidized product volatilities, yields, and reaction rates. This study highlights how particle-phase chemistry can change aerosol kinetics within the flow tube when compared to growth by NVOC condensation alone. The presence of aerosol liquid water is shown to be capable of enhancing particle growth by increasing the amount of volume available for reaction. Even one or a few monolayers of water on the surface of an effloresced particle can significantly enhance growth by providing a medium for particle-phase chemistry to occur. Since the specific reactions driving aerosol growth kinetics are often unknown or only partially understood for many SOA systems, an empirical calculation of the COV growth factor based on outlet-minus-inlet particle diameters in a flow tube experiment can give predictive capability for SOA growth. In the present study, empirical COV growth factors closely matched the actual GFs from SOA simulations, and one can expect that the difference between empirical and actual growth factors in flow tube experiments will be within typical experimental uncertainties.
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